2nd Fall Semester UMS GBM Notes (11/4/19)
5:00 – Sign in
5:07 – Introduction/Agenda (Levi)
5:08 – November Math Talks
   - Self-Similar Polygonal Tiling – Dr. Vince (Wed Nov 13th @ 5pm)
   - TBD – Dr. Di Cerbo (Mon Nov 18th @ 5pm)
5:09 – UMS Study Group (Tyler)
   - 2 hours per week
   - In Marston basement rooms
   - Collaborate on homework/studying, or just casual social event
5:10 – REU Info Session (Ken)
   - Friday, November 8th at 4pm @ Little Hall Atrium
   - Ken will be giving a presentation all about REUs, will give advice based on his experiences, answer questions
-5:12 - Florida Blue Analytics Presentation (Levi)
   - Analytics of Health Care
   - Wednesday November 13th at 6pm @ Turlington Hall L005
   - In partnership with UF DSI and the UF Statistics Club
   - If you are interested in applying, send resume to lizsler@ufl.edu as a PDF or word document specifying position you wish to apply for
     - Florida Blue will contact qualified candidates prior to their visit to schedule conversations on Thursday, 11/14 and Friday, 11/15
5:15 – MMATHS
   - Tournament for high schools (many testing sites around country)
   - We haven’t done this for the past few years, looking to revive it
   - Teams are given packets of problems, their scores are ranked and compared to scores around the country
   - The national coordinators have asked all sites to contribute problems for the competition
     - We are required to submit 5 before the end of Thanksgiving break and 5 by end of semester
- We will be forming groups of 2-4 people to collaborate weekly and come up with interesting problems

5:18 – Integration Bee

- Little Hall, date TBA

5:20 (Ken) – Elementary Differential Equations Graders

- Dr. Knudson announced that he is looking for advanced undergraduates to work as graders for MAP 2302 (unsure whether there will be compensation)

- Contact at knudson@ufl.edu for more information

5:21 – Wrap up (Levi)